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work on my Ubuntu box too. But
when I go in "file->open Repository"
it still views the files in the Windows
C:/ subversion directory. There's got
to be something I'm doing wrong. A:

It sounds like you want to use
DOSBox for playing around with the

source code to your Subversion
installation, rather than actually using
it to do development. If so, have you

considered getting something like
DosEmu? It runs DOSBox, so you can
get Subversion going while you play
around with it, and then load it up on
Windows when you're ready for it to
actually do your work. It might be a
good way to learn Subversion's CLI,

too. Personally, I'd say you should set
up the whole thing on Windows,

though, if you're planning to do any
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development with it. Don't think
you're going to use Subversion to

manage source code on Ubuntu? If
so, there are much better ways to do
that, so using DOSBox is a poor idea.
Q: Getting rid of problems with merge
information found in database I have
a table: [nku][nmv] 0 1 0 1 0 1 2 2 0
From a table '[nku]', I want to delete

all the information which has the
value '2', from the table '[nmv]' How
to do it? A: Try this delete from nmv
where nku in (select nku from nku
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